“There is no doubt that the
transfer of learning increases
when the trainer communicates
clearly and is engaging.”

D

elivering technical training is a critical business function. Transferring the learning from the workshop
to the workplace is critical. This unique course is designed as a practical course to improve the Technical
Trainer’s delivery style. There is no doubt that the transfer of learning increases when the trainer
communicates clearly and is engaging. This course is designed to help you polish your current technical training
delivery style. Technical Trainer training is a win/win. The trainer enjoys delivering more dynamic courses and
the increased audience engagement boosts the transfer of learning.
Pre-requisites
There are no pre-requisites other than the participant will be responsible for delivering technical training.
Some course participants may have the Cert IV but it is not essential. This course is completely different
to the Cert IV. There is very little overlap as the Cert IV is too theoretical and top heavy in process and
assessment. Whereas this course is practical and hands on.
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the conclusion of this course participants will be able to:
ff Make any presentation far more engaging
ff Build activities into the workshop
ff Learn to read the audience
ff Use tips that professional presenters use to keep the audience engaged
ff Build hooks into every workshop
ff Use powerful questioning techniques to aggregate new ideas
ff Assess the standard of your existing learning materials
ff Practice NLP communication techniques
ff View a demonstration of easy technological advances that you can use the very next day
ff Create the ideal power point slides (less is more)
ff Resist the temptation to read the power point slides

The Nuts and Bolts

T

his program can be conducted as in house training at your offices.
Guidelines

ff Group Size: An ideal group size is 6 – 10 participants.
ff Venue: For your convenience, you can choose to conduct this program at your offices. Alternatively, we can
provide a training venue at a small additional cost.

ff Duration: Each course can be conducted as a one day program.
ff Cost: Upon request.
ff Target Audience: Specialist Technical Trainers, e.g. technical, subject experts, OH&S trainers looking to
improve on delivery.

Look at what you receive within 24 hours at no cost:

ff a program outline
ff training cost
ff possible training dates (if requested)
Contact us today
Preferred Training Networks
Ph: 1300 323 752
E: mail@preftrain.com.au
W: www.preftrain.com.au
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